
DUSTIN TOKARSKI REPORT
GOAL SUPPORT AND FOCUS LEADS TOKARSKI TO FIRST NHL WIN

Due to Dustin Tokarski’s strong play in his first two career starts for the 
Lightning, he was rewarded with a third consecutive start on Tuesday night 
(March 13) against the feisty Boston Bruins. 

Heading into last night’s game, Tokarski had performed much better than 
his .895 save percentage showed. Overall, I was impressed in his calm and 
composed body language, but it must be pointed out that the goal support he 
received played a major role in his success. Enjoy these notes on Tokarski!  

 
---[ NOTES ON TOKARSKI’S STYLE AND PERFORMANCE ]---

-- On the surface, Tokarski has the same “well-rounded” traits and skill foundation 
that I see from two other smaller rookies, Richard Bachman and Jhonas Enroth. 
The main difference I see between them is that Tokarski’s stance is significantly 
wider, while Bachman and Enroth have a narrower stance and stand more 
upright. Tokarski also likes to utilize butterfly slides on a more consistent basis, 
especially on post-save recoveries. He has a more distinguished crouch and 
bend at the waist, a visible sign that he likes to get low before shots are taken.

-- One of the most appealing traits I’ve seen from Tokarski so far is his work ethic 
when tracking and finding pucks around traffic and bodies in front. Dealing with 
the increased traffic and screens is one of the biggest hurdles for an NHL rookie 
to overcome, but so far, he has worked very hard to look under, around, above 
and through players and screens in order to keep his eyes on the puck. His ability 
to use a wide stance and good bend at the waist helps him get low, and his head 
movement is solid.

-- On faceoffs, I do like Tokarski’s exaggerated crouch and bend at the waist. His 
hands are tight to his hips, almost sealed to the top of his pads, but they’re not 
placed too low on his sides. He has a much wider than taller wall, mainly as a 
result of the width of his feet when preparing for a faceoff. It leads me to make a 
note about shots aimed over the shoulders, as that could be an area of the next 
exposed more than a bigger goalie. But as long as he displays good patience 
and does not drop too early, I think his depth in the net is adequate, and he 
shouldn’t expose too much space in the top corners.

-- That being said, I do feel that he’s the type of “smaller” goalie that does need to 
consistently display an ability to challenge shooters in appropriate situations, and 
know when to be a little more aggressive with his angles in order to cover space 
effectively. If he’s caught deep, he’s going to get sniped, especially during this 
transition stage that could stretch through mid-April, possibly into the playoffs.

-- Tokarski is a very good skater, and it’s easy to see that he has great stability 
on his edges. This plays a role in his smooth, fluid movements during post-save 
recoveries and slides. He’s real good down low, he seals the ice very well, and 
the book will quickly be written with the notes “aim above the chest” right at the 
top. He’s a very compact goalie when making routine butterfly saves, and it’s 
clear he has a good understanding of his own biomechanics, and I consider 
him a very “centered” goaltender, both emotionally and technically. That’s what 
leads to his “well-rounded” appearance, as he’s fundamentally sound and very 
balanced overall.

-- If you are into labelling a goalie’s style, I would consider Tokarski a technically-
sound “flybrid” goaltender. He clearly relies on those butterfly slides once he’s 
down, and the fact he gets so low to the ice lends a hand to more utilization of 
the butterfly. He stays very square to shooters, and he employs the VHS on a 
fairly consistent basis when the puck is low in his zone. He’s less of a scrambler 
and more of a positionally-based goalie when the puck is in the low-slot area, and 
in this game against the Bruins, a number of shots in the second and third period 
fired off his chest and shoulders, which is a real good sign of those well-rounded 
positional skills.

-- In terms of his body language, Tokarski is pretty quiet, with a nice calm 
and composed element in his game. There’s not a lot of wasted movements 
or energy, but he does has some active biofeedback when situating 
himself between faceoffs. Overall, I like his demeanor, but I have to take 
into consideration that he’s playing the best hockey he’s ever played as a 
professional. He’s super-confident right now, and the goal support allowed him to 
stay relaxed and in control of his emotions.

-- Maybe my favorite stylistic trait of Tokarski is his traditional glove hand 
placement. It’s not the more modernized “fingers up” positioning, and it’s not held 
in a rigid or tense manner. It’s tight to his body, the wrist is slightly bent so as to 
place the hand and fingers off to the side, and it works extremely well for him. 
A glove save with a few seconds left in the game was a good example of this, 
and if you watch his setup on faceoffs, you can see the hand is held high, but he 
clearly holds it with the fingers pointing towards the boards, not towards the roof. 
He’s comfortable with it, and it’s not over-complicating his game, and he still had 
no problem reacting to, or covering, aerial angles.

-- I noticed numerous VHS executions in this game, especially in the second and 
third period. He will need to be careful and very aware in terms of when he drops 
into VHS, and when he elects to stay on his skates. In the first period, there was 
one sequence where he was covering his right post and pushed to the center of 
his crease way too early, and it almost cost him a goal, but the puck was fired off 
the outside of the net.

-- A similar situation arose just seconds before Steven Stamkos scored his 50th 
goal of the season in the third period. Tokarski dropped into the VHS way too 
early, with the puck way outside the VHS triangle, a pass from just above the 
goal line was passed into the faceoff circle, and a quick shot was fired off the far 
post while Tokarski had just come out of the VHS. It didn’t cost him, but there was 
space on the far side and he got some luck from his post.

-- I think it’s still too early to say what type of upside Tokarski has for next season, 
and most of the notes above are not absolutes in his style, but consistencies I 
have seen in his last two games. If he plays most of the games down the stretch, 
however, and continues to display the positive traits above, I do think he will be 
ready to graduate to the NHL as the Lightning’s backup next season. I won’t get 
into the logistics of Tampa Bay’s depth chart since they are destined to upgrade 
their goaltending at the NHL Entry Draft or on July 1, so Tokarski’s future is still to 
be determined.

-- Overall, I see a goalie with a solid foundation, well-rounded skills, a visible 
propensity for butterfly slides and eliminating all holes down low, and a goalie 
with a quiet, even-keeled, confident demeanor. I rarely compare a goalie’s style 
to other goalies, but I do see him as a hybrid mix between Enroth and Bachman. 
Those are the two goalies that come to mind first, and as you can see above, 
he’s close to their level in terms of overall talent.

-- Tokarski is now 19th overall in my Top-150 Prospects Rankings (March, 2012).
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